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Let ABC be an equilateral triangle with centroid O. Ther 

= rotation. in the plane about O through 120; 

87 
ne T and 

fects a 

be a rotation in the plane about O through 120°. 
nd 

mutation of the vertices but maps the triangle as a whole 
Then itself. p 1s à symmetry of the triangle T. 

otatior in the plane about O through 0; 

n rotation in the plane about O through 240° 

0. There are six netries of the triangle. 

a= 
reflection about AO; 

b refilection about BO; 

c 
reflection about Co 

n Stand for the composition ot mappings. Then rjori = r2, aob = , boa= T2 etc. 

Tet S {i,ri, T2,a, b, c}. Taking o as the binary composition on S, e composition table is given below. 

A 
a 

A 
b Ti TI T2 

T2 T2 
aa b 

C a 

T1 C a 

C Ti T2 
C a T2 Ti 

B a T1 T2 

The six symmetries of the, equilateral triangle form a non- mmutative group. This group is called the dihedral group Da. 
pte. The three rotations correspond to the following permutations of vertices 

ices. 

(4G)-(0 BA).«-(4 e) 

i B c A BC )-( ABC 

9 he three reflections correspond to the following permutations of the 

The dihedral gro D3 is same as the symmetric group S3 
Symmetries of a square. Let us consider 

etiesder a square ABCD with centre at O. There are eight nmetries of the square 
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(i) Four 
rotations 

in the plane 
about O. 

i= 
rotation 

through 0°; 

Ti 
rotation 

through 
90°; 

r= 
rotation 

through 
180°; 

rs= rotation 
through 

270°. 

(ii) Four 
rotations 

out of the plane. 

h= 
rotation 

about the 
horizontal 

line OH; 

v= 
rotation 

about the 
vertical line OV; 

d = 
rotation 

about the (principal) 
diagonal OA; 

d= rotation 
about the (other) 

diagonal OB. 

Let o stand for the composition 
of mappings. 

on the set S, the composition 
table is given below: 

d 
Let S = {i, ri, r2, r3, h, v, d, d'f. Taking o as the binary com 

iT 2 
d 

d 3 

T3 A 
d 

d T1 T1 T2 T3 d h 
T2 T2 T3 T: 

i r3 
d T2 T1 T3 

h d d T2 T1 T3 
h T3 Ti 

h 
h 

T2 

d Ti T2 B 

d d T3 

a h d T1 T3 T2 

The eight symmetries of the square form a 
non-commutative a 

This group is called the Octic group or the Dihedral group D4. 

Note 1. The symmetries correspond to the following permutatia 

the vertices. 

i-( B C D).-( A) - (ABCD), 

-( B)=tAc)\BD), r -( )ADCB) 

-( D C)AB)\CD), =( =(AD)BC) 
d-( B=(BD), d- ( D-AC 

Note 2. The dihedral group Ds is a non-commutative group or ten 

ments forming symmetries of a regular pentagon. They are five ro rota 

about the centre and five refilections about the vertical angle b sect 

The symmetries of a regular n-gon form a non-commuta 
mutative g 

the dihedral group D, of order 2n. 
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Exercises 9 

1. Show 
that the se of matrices forms an abelian group with respec to 'matrix 

multiplication'. 

af)- )G)- (. -)} 
{()-(-i ) ).(1 )} 

the set of rmutations forms an abelian group with respect to 
2. 

Show that 

multiplication of permutations', 

of( ) ( ?3<).( 
of (3 ) (G iii):(Gii).( 2S)} 
( )GR:)G*)(33)} 
3. Let G be the set of four functions fi. fa, fa, fa on R - {0} defined by 
h(r) = #, fa(T) =$ Js(T) = -T, Ja(T) = -t ¬ R-{0}. Prove that (G, o) 

is a commutative group where o is the functional composition. 

4. Let A be a proper subset of a universal set I. Prove that the set of sets 

fo, A, A',I} forms a commutative group under the binary composition A, the 
symmetric difference. [ó = the null set, A' = the complement of A]. 

Show that each element in the group is its own inverse. 

5. Let addition (+) be defined on the set Z2 x Z2 by (a, b) + (c, d) = (a +a 
c,bt2 d) for (a,6), (c, d) E Z2 x Z2, where +2 = addition (mod 2). 

Show that Z2 x Z2 is a commutative group under addition. Show that each 
element in the group is its own inverse. 

Hint. The elements in Za x Za are (Õ,ð), (Q, +), (i, 0), (1, 1). 

6. Let G be the set of six funtions f1, f2, fa, f4, fs, fo on R - {0,1} defined 

Dy Ja() , fa(r) = , Ss(z) = 1 -#, fa(®) =l-$fs{7) = Jsla) = 

TER- {0,1}. Prove that (G,o) is a commutative group where o is the 

functional composition. 

Let addition (+) be defined on the set Z2 x Za x Za by (a,b, c) +(P, 4.r) = 

tap,bt2 q,ct2r) for (a, b, c), (p, g, r) ¬ Za x Za x Z2, where +2 = addition 

(mod 2). 
t how that Z2 x Za x Za is a commutative group under addition. Show that 

each element in the group is its own inverse. to 

The elements in Za x Zz x Za are (0,0,0), (0, 0, 1). (0, 1,0), (0,1, 1), (1,0,0), 
(0,0,1), (1, 1,0), (1, 1,1). 

AA-7 
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et S = {a, 
8. The following table defines a binary composition * on the set o 

a b_c 

C 
C a b 

a 

Examine if (S, *) is a group. 

that a 
9. A binary composition * is defined on the set S ={a,b, c} such thas. 

that( 
bb=csc=c Can you complete the composition table in order th 

may be a group ? 

Hint. c must be the identity element. Therefore a*c = c*a = a, brc = 

According to the conditions of the Theorem 2.8.1,a * b = b and b*a a C&h 

10. Complete the following composition table for the set S = {a, b, cl s. 
(5, *) may be a group. 

a 

b 
C 

11. Let (G,o) be a finite abelian group with elements ai, a2,.. . , an anda 
a1 oa20* . 0an. Show that cox = e. 

12. Let (G, o) be a finite group containing an even number of elements. h 
that there exists at least one element a, other than the identity e, in Gs 
that aoa =e holds. 

Hint. Let the elements be e, a, @2, .. . , a2n-1. e= e. a; E G 

Let a= a. Then a' = a and the elements as, a, form a pair such 
each is the inverse of the other. This pairing leaves at least one element, 
ak, of G such that (ak) = ak. Then akoak = e. 

2.9. Integral powers of an element. 

Let (G,o) be a group. If a, b,c be elements of G, ao(boc) = (ao) 
since o is associative. We can eliminate the paranthesis and denote 

equal elements by aoboc. Similarly we can write aobocod unambiguo 
to denote equal elements like aolbo(cod)], (aob)o(cod), etc. 

If a be an element of G, aoa, aoaoa, aoaoaoa,... all belong to o G. 

We define a" by 

y = e,a" = aoao. . . oa (n factors); and 

a" = a'oa'o... oa (n factors), where n is a positive, 1nc 
teget 
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Theorem 2.9.1. I em 2.9.1. Let a be an element of a group (G, o). Then for integers 

m, n 

iaoa=a"*", (i) (a")" =amn (iit) (a")-1 =a-". 

Proof (i) Case 1. Let m,n be both positive. 

(aoaooa(m factors) )o(aoao oa(n factors)) 
aoaooa(m +n factors), since o is associative 

Then aoa" 

amtn 
. 

Case 2. Let m> 0 and n = -r <0. 

If m>r, then a"oa" = a"oa 
(aoaooa)o(aloalo. .oa) 
aoaooa(m -rfactors), 
since o is associative 

a-=amtn. 
If m <r, then a"oa" a oa-r 

(aoaooa)o(aoao...oa) 
aoao...oa(r -m factors 
a-(r-m) = am-r = amtn 

Case 3. let m = -s < 0,n> 0. 

This case is similar to case 2. 

Case 4. Let m = -s <0,n -r <0. 

Then aoa" =asoa 
(alooa-1(s factors) )o(a-1o.. .oa-1(r factors)) 

aoao. oa"(s +r factors 
since o is associative 

a-(9+T) = a-3-" = am+n 

Case 5. If either m or n or both be zero, the theorem is obvious. 

Proofs of (ii) and (ii) are left as exercise. 

Note. In an additive group, a" is denoted by na. 

2.10. Order of an element. 
f Le (G,o) be a group and let a an element of G. a is said to be of 
OTder if there exists a positive integer n such that a" = The 
order a is the least positive integer n such that a" = eg and is denoted 
by ola). 

aid to be of infinite order (or of order zero), if the order of a is 
not finite. 


